The experiment started with cosmic data taking in December 1998, with In May 1999, BaBar moved onto the beamline and first T(4S) collision luminosity greater than 1 0~~c m -~s -' was achieved, and until with a ratio Of
with a ratio Of The DIRC (acronym for Detection of Internally Reflected Cherenkov (light)) is a new type of Cherenkov ring imaging the first time in the BABAR detector at PEP-II ring of made of synthetic fused silica, the photon detector is a water tank equipped with an array of 10,752 conventional photomultipliers. The first year operational experience in the BABAR detector is presented using cosmic data and collision data in the energy region of the T(4S) resonance.
Of its parts detector based on total internal reflection that is used for data were recorded. In September Of this year a peak SLAC. The Cherenkov radiators are long rectangular bars October about '.ofb-' Of data On and Off the T(4s) 9 :1 have been A new type of detector for particle identification [4] is being used in the BABAR experiment at the SLAC B Factory (PEP-11). This barrel region detector is called DIRC, an acronym for Detection of Internally Reflected Cherenkov (light). The DIRC is a Cherenkov ring imaging device which utilizes totally internally reflecting Cherenkov photons in the visible and near UV range [5] .
A major application of the DIRC in the BABAR experiment is the separation of pions from kaons up to 4 GeV/c particle momentum in exclusive B-decays, for example in order to distinguish the channels.B~ ~ .rr+n-from ~ K+.rr-.
In the quartz radiator, the Cherenkov threshold for kaons is drift chamber can provide complementary information based between a pion and a kaon at =4.0 GeV/c is as small as 
THE PRINCIPLE OF THE DIRC
The DIRC uses thin, long rectangular bars made of synthetic fused silica [6] A charged particle of velocity p M 1 traversing a quartz bar emnts Cherenkov light in a cone of half opening angle OC = a c o s ( l / ( @ n l ) ) around the particle trajectory. Since the refractive index of the radiator bar nl is larger than a, a certain fraction of the Cherenkov photons will be totally internally reflected, regardless of the incidence angle Odip of the tracks, and propagate along the length of the bar. To avoid the instrumentation of both bar ends with photon detectors, a mirror is placed on one end perpendicular to the bar axis. It returns most of the photons (reflectivity M 92%) to the instrumented other bar end. Since the bar has a rectangular cross section and is made of high optical precision (mean surface reflectivity M 99.96% per bounce at 442 nm photon wavelength), the initial direction of the photon remains unchanged during its propagation, modulo lefthight, up/down and forwardhackward ambiguities. The latter is resolved by measurement of the photon arrival time. Remaining ambiguities are dealt with by pattern recognition during Cherenkov angle reconstruction. Photons exiting the bar in downward direction or with large angles in radial direction 0-7803-5696-9/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 78 are partly recovered into the instrumented area by a prism at the readout end. This wedge is 91 mm long and the top side has a 30° opening angle. The bottom side is slightly tilted upwards by 6 mrad. It reduces the required photon sensitive area by more than a factor of two. The photons are pinhole focused by expanding through a standoff region (SOB) filled with 6000 1 purified water (index n3 M 1.33) onto an array of densely packed photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) at a distance of about 1200 mm from the bar end. The transverse dimensions of the bar ('hole') are small compared to the PMT plane ('screen'). A thin (9 mm) quartz window separates the quartz bars from the water in the SOB. The ratio of refractive indices n1/n3 is nearly wavelength independent and reduces internal reflection at the readout side of the bar. Furthermore, the exit angle is magnified by this ratio increasing the position resolution of the photons. The detection plane is divided into 12 sectors each equipped with 896 traditional ETL phototubes type 9125 [7] ( M 25% detection efficiency at 400 nm wavelength, spectral range: 250 nm -650 nm). They are arranged in a toroidal, pointing geometry facing into the water. The diameter of the photocathode is 24.5 mm. Hexagonal reflectors (light catchers) with water resistant Rhodium surfaces surround the PMT cathodes improving the detection efficiency by about 20%.
An iron enclosure around the SOB together with a bucking coil suppress the fringe field from the BABAR solenoid below 0.6 Gauss ensuring that the degradation of the PMT efficiency is less than 5% [SI.
The photon detector provides a measurement of the photon exit angles with respect to the bar axis (az, a2/) and the photon arrival time. These parameters have to be corrected for the photon pathlength, the wedge reflections and bar ambiguities by pattern recognition. The DIRC photons do not form typical rings in the photomultiplier plane as RICH detectors do. See for example the event display in Figure 2 showing the photons of a cosmic muon which traverses a bar in the upper and the lower cylinder. This leaves two half rings and some photons in the wings.
With the knowledge of the particle's track direction only information close to a particle threshold, where NPE tends to zero, while lighter particles would still produce a sizeable amount of Cherenkov light. This is the veto mode operation of the DIRC. Figure 3 shows the number of detected photons for cosmic particles versus the track dip angle. The minimum number of photons is about 23 and becomes as high as 60 for tracks with large dip angles in forward or backward direction. Hence, the DIRC acceptance is well suited for the asymmetric distribution of charged tracks from e+e-collisions.
REQUIREMENTS
A typical Cherenkov photon in the quartz bar has a wavelength of 400 nm (visible blue), a pathlength of 6 -10 m and experiences some 300 bounces on the bar surfaces before exiting. This puts severe requirements on surface finish, edge sharpness and geometrical precision. The bars are square to better than 0.4 mrad and parallel to better than 0.5 mrad. Edges are sharp to 5 p m or better. The achieved RMS surface roughness is 0.5 nm. The average transmission measured for DIRC quartz is 99.8% per meter. The production of 576 high quality fused silica bars was challenging. For the first run of BABAR until October 1999 only 5/12 of the DIRC were finished, after this date all quartz barboxes were installed.
The resolution of the photon arrival time is important to keep beam background low. At the B Factory bunch crossing occurs every 4.2 ns. The bunch arrival is accompanied by secondary particle production from interactions with impurities in the beam pipe vacuum or in the beam pipe itself. beam (e 0.6 A) enters BABAR from the backward direction through the inner ring of magnetic shielding. The water tank is practically located outside of the acceptance due to the forward asymmetry of the e+e-annihilations.
At the highest luminosity achieved so far the background amounts to about 60 kHz per tube with variations of f 2 0 kHz depending on the PMT position wrt. the beam pipes. This means that at most 5 background photons are found within a time window of 6 ns in the whole SOB to be compared to about 300 signal photons in a multihadron event with 10 charged tracks in average. Cosmic rays entering the SOB producing a large number of water Cherenkov photons (80 -120 Hz / tube) and electronic noise are negligible contributions to the background. The system has no dead time up to an occupancy of 200 kHz per tube, and reaches its operational limit at 1 MHz per tube.
A sampling of 0.525 ns is provided by a TDC chip [9] . The DIRC overall time resolution is then determined by the 1.8 ns intrinsic PMT signal width. In a first step is the photon arrival time determined with respect to the L1-trigger of BABAR provided by the drift chamber, and photons are collected within an interval of 10 ns. The hit time can be improved in spread to 1.8 ns by calculating the mean arrival time of a photon bunch generated by the track after correction for the photon pathlengths. The next step is to recover offline the corresponding true bunch crossing time to arrive at an absolute reference. An LED light flasher system is used for frequent and automated tube-to-tube time calibration and to monitor long term stability. 
(3)
The production uncertainty, sec, production, is dominated by the chromatic dispersion of 5.4 mrad within the bars. Transport errors, aeC,transport are caused by smearing down the bar and the: wedge (non-parallel sides, non-planar surfaces and non-orthogonal sides and faces) and is measured to be about 1 mrad. The detection uncertainty is obtained from the simple expression: for the pinhole detector system adopted by the DIRC. The residual O r d -OZ.'""" resolution per tube for cosmic ray data is plotted in Figure 4 . The double gaussian fit corresponds to signal and background contributions of which the signal peak has a resolution (per photon) of 9.3 mrad. This is also the: case for collision data. The background height is less than 10% of the signal and comes from combinatorics and secondary track (delta rays) light production. Its exact composition is still under investigation. For high multiplicity collisiori data also track-to-track background plays a role when different Cherenkov rings cross, and the photon assignment has to be disentangled by testing different combinations. The background in the single photon angle distribution can be as twice as high in comparison to cosmics or di-muon events. Figure 5 ; shows the measured Cherenkov angle resolution per track for Bhabha events from collision data. Selected were The separation power depends on the inverse of the refractive index, limiting the DIRC PID capability to the relatively low momenta that are typical for B Factories. The Oc resolution in Bhabhas corresponds to a n-K separation of better than 3.5 standard deviations at 3 GeVIc momentum. As a first example for a DIRC physics application, Figure 6 shows the invariant mass spectrum of inclusive Kn, originating from the decay Do + K*nF with and without use of the DIRC PID for the kaon. The DIRC selection corresponds to a background rejection factor of 14 and an efficiency of approximately 70%. The strategy so far was to improve in purity, while algorithms still have to be tuned for signal yield.
V. SUMMARY
The DIRC is a new type of Cherenkov detector for particle identification at BABAR, suitable for n-K separation for momenta up to 4 GeVIc. The analysis of cosmic ray and first collision data indicate, that the DIRC capabilities meet the design requirements. The precise timing resolution prevents the Cherenkov angle reconstruction from significant deteriorations from machine background. High luminosity runs start end of October 1999 with the DIRC completely installed. VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
